**JGB & EPS - Jackson Geological Sciences Building and E.P. Schoch**

**PARKING and WALKING directions**

1A) South Bound Traffic - From Interstate 35, take the lower deck and follow signs for Exit 236A - (32nd Street/Dean Keeton). Continue South on access road through 32nd street light, move to the far right lane and turn West onto Dean Keeton Street. Travel west 0.6 miles; at the 3rd traffic light turn left onto San Jacinto Blvd.

1B) North Bound Traffic - take EXIT 236A (Dean Keeton; 32nd/38th Street), proceed along the frontage road (moving into the right lane) and then take the sweeping, U-shaped right-hand turn that will bring you to E. Dean Keeton Street. Turn right on E. Dean Keeton, go under the IH-35 overpass. Travel west 0.6 miles; at the 3rd traffic light turn left onto San Jacinto Blvd.

2) Proceed towards the Parking Garage on the left (SJG).

3) After parking, walk towards and continue past the Mustang Statue stopping at 23rd street, turn right (west) and continue to the Bus Circle.

4) Facing West, looking towards the UT Tower, walk up the steps.

5) Proceed towards the statue of Martin Luther King, Jr. The Jackson Geology Building is immediately north of the statue (on the right). The Department of Geological Sciences and academic offices are on the ground floor (second floor) of the older, east wing; the Dean’s Office and the Geology Foundation are on the sixth floor of the newer, west addition.